Touch plate relay wiring diagram

Touch Plate Relay Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified agreeable pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the faculty and signal links surrounded by the devices. A wiring diagram usually
gives opinion more or less the relative tilt and accord of devices and terminals upon the
devices, to help in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would be in more detail
of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to bring
out interconnections exceeding creature appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to
troubleshoot problems and to create clear that all the contacts have been made and that all is
present. Architectural wiring diagrams acquit yourself the approximate locations and
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and permanent electrical services in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use all right symbols for wiring devices,
usually vary from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not only take
action where something is to be installed, but moreover what type of device is visceral installed.
For example, a surface ceiling well-ventilated is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling lively
has a alternative symbol, and a surface fluorescent buoyant has substitute symbol. Each type of
switch has a rotate fable and in view of that attain the various outlets. There are symbols that
decree the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring
diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to take on board attachment of
the address to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will also affix panel
schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as flare
alarm or closed circuit television or further special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept
Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Produced since the 's, Touch-Plate low voltage lighting is one of the last
historical remote control wiring systems that continues to be manufactured today. Available in a
variety of contemporary switch styles, Touch-Plate devices are regularly stocked and available
at authorized dealers and distributors like Kyle Switch Plates. Touch-Plate control stations are
convenient and cost-effective since they include devices, mounting brackets, cover plates and
screws in a single unit. Touch-Plate switches can also be wired to work with other popular
three-wire low volt set-ups, such as Remcon, Bryant and GE low voltage systems for which
replacement parts can be more difficult to find. Modern and stylish, Touch-Plate low voltage
lighting controls are conveniently packaged with the switches, bracket and wall plate you need
for an easy installation of your new low volt device panel. Old style model switches are 1 amp
24 volt, while the new Genesis switches are 4 amp 28 volt. This does not pose a problem. The
newer Genesis Series are built to withstand a higher level of current, but they are compatible
with the original systems. Classic series switches are also available with optional LED lights for
low voltage systems that have existing pilot light wiring. Ultra switches are modern and simple
with small buttons. The ultra line is available in white, almond, ivory and black with unlit and
LED lighted options. Units come complete with 1, 2, 3, or 8 switches regular and LED are
available in white , a sub plate and modern screwless cover. Shop Mystique to buy units in
white, almond and black. Touch-Plate , Genesis and Classic model series are all available in
white, almond and ivory; black Classic series switches can be special ordered. White and ivory
finishes have been manufactured since , while almond was introduced in the early 's and black
is relatively newer. Brown devices were produced from the late 50's to the 70's, but are now
discontinued. These decorative Touch-Plate switch covers were produced around the 's and
were uniquely customizable in that homeowners could create their own wall plate configuration
with just a standard mounting frame and different metal overlays. Backwards compatible, the
relay can be used for drop-in replacement of older A, B and Touch-Plate relay models. If you
need to replace this part, you will need to upgrade your low voltage system to the new Zone Z

panels. Upgrade to Zone Z panels if you need this part to fix a problem with your system. On
older Touchplate low voltage switch units, the wires coming out of the back were black and teal
aqua blue. On the new switches, the wires are now white and yellow. So the one old black
common wire is now replaced with individual white common wires that connect to each switch
that can be spliced together. The old teal blue wires have been replaced with the yellow wires.
Note that Touch-Plate's versions of white, ivory and almond are not exact matches to standard
switch plate finishes. The white, for example, is not as stark and the ivory is a much deeper
shade. The Touchg-Plate switches and cover paltes are not meant to match standard switch
plate finishes. Since , Kyle Switch Plates has been an established source for hard to find light
switch wall plates and electrical devices. Please contact us for help in finding low volt hardware
or for answers about your older remote control lighting set-up. Creative Solutions Since Each
control can have anywhere from 1 to 6 buttons for lots of control in a single gang. These units
fit rocker switch plates. Mystique low voltage switches are a contemporary look for a low
voltage system. Here is an example of a switch with a grounding wire attached to the mounting
bracket. Choose Options. All Rights Reserved. Accessibility Sitemap. Refer to this Touchplate
wiring guide for detailed instructions on how to install a standard Touch-Plate remote control
relay switch in a Touch Plate Lighting Controls system. Included free of charge with the
purchase of any Touch Plate light switch , relay or transformer. You may link to this page if you
think it will be useful to other electricians, contractors, or low voltage system homeowners.
Easy to install with the instructions they sent. I came across Kyle and they have saved me
hundreds in electrician bills. Great products exactly what I pulled out to repair. Great prices.
Creative Solutions Since Condition: New. You save. Usually ships in business days. Design
Preview This image reflects design only, not finish. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease
Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Description Refer to this Touchplate wiring guide for detailed
instructions on how to install a standard Touch-Plate remote control relay switch in a Touch
Plate Lighting Controls system. Add to Cart. Reviews 1 Write a Review. All Rights Reserved.
Accessibility Sitemap. You must be logged in to post a comment. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Replacing existing 3-wire switches
only. If you wish to replace an existing switch location, any of our contact closure type switches
would be compatible. However, because of the wire differences, two buttons will need to be
used for each existing rocker switch being replaced. For example, an existing 1 button 3-wire
switch would need replaced by a 2 button Touch-Plate switch. An existing 2 button rocker
would need replaced by a 4 button Touch-Plate switch. Our replacement relays and power
supplies are not compatible with existing 3-wire systems due to the wire variance. This option is
only applicable for relays and control stations that are totally isolated from the rest of the
system. The ZNZ-RP is not compatible with the existing 3-wire system, so if any common wires
are shared across the system, it will not function properly. If the single relay pack is chosen, all
existing 3-wire switches connected to it will also need replaced. Upgrading the system entirely.
An existing 3-wire system can be upgraded to a Touch-Plate system by replacing all of the
existing relays, transformers, and wall switches. The original wires will be reused. See the
Upgrades section of our website for more information about system upgrades. The only
difference when upgrading a 3-wire system is that ALL existing switches must be replaced at
the time of the upgrade. The existing 3-wire switches are not compatible with a Touch-Plate
2-wire system. Please also click the buttons below for more information. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Availability: in stock. Have your lights stopped
working? Signs you might a worn-out relay! Touch-Plate systems installed between and :
Previous generation relays had 8 wires, 4 low-voltage wires extruding from the top of the
cylinder. You then connected these wires to the switches. Then, 2 wires extended from the
bottom connect that connected to line-voltage. After , The PL Relay. You can mount the
line-voltage feed wires into the screw terminals on the switching block. The 2 attached wires are
still connected to your switch. Note : The line-voltage terminals are not polarized. It does not
matter which terminal you feed your line-voltage into. Need help troubleshooting your
Touch-Plate system? There are multiple ways to get started! First, you can check our Customer
Support section here on the website. Would you rather work with someone directly? You can
also give us a call during our regular business hours at We look forward to helping you get the
lights back on! Only logged in customers who have purchased this product may leave a review.
Skip to content. Weight 0. Reviews There are no reviews yet. Top-Selling Touch-Plate Products.
You may also likeâ€¦. Have your lights stopped working? Signs you might a worn-out relay!
Touch-Plate systems installed between and : Previous generation relays had 4 wires, 2
low-voltage wires extruding from the top of the cylinder. You then conn
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ected these wires to the switches. Then, 2 wires extended from the bottom connect that
connected to line-voltage. After , The Relay. You can mount the line-voltage feed wires into the
screw terminals on the switching block. The 2 attached wires are still connected to your switch.
Note : The line-voltage terminals are not polarized. It does not matter which terminal you feed
your line-voltage into. Need help troubleshooting your Touch-Plate system? There are multiple
ways to get started! First, you can check our Customer Support section here on the website.
Would you rather work with someone directly? You can also give us a call during our regular
business hours at We look forward to helping you get the lights back on! Only logged in
customers who have purchased this product may leave a review. Skip to content. Description
Additional information Reviews 0 Have your lights stopped working? Weight 0. Reviews There
are no reviews yet. Top-Selling Touch-Plate Products. You may also likeâ€¦.

